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ABSTRACT 

About 10’ charm decays have been reconstructed from first-run data of 
Fermilab experiment E687 using the Fermilab Wide-Band Photon Spectrom- 
eter with the world’s highest energy photon beam. Charm selection strategies 
and preliminary results are discussed. Lifetime values are (SOf.06f.03)ps 
for the Dtand (.20f.03f.O3)ps for the A,. + Preliminary D+and D” lifetimes 
are consist& with current world averages. Signals for charm baryon and 
Cabibbo-suppressed charm meson decays are shown. Preliminary branch- 
ing ratios are: B(D” --t x+x-r+r-)/B(DO - K-x+x+x-) = .lOf.02f.02; 
B(DO-+ FijK+K-)/B(D” -TTiir+x-) = .20f.06 (stat); B(DO - pq5)/ 
B(Do - ??%+r-) = .16f.O6(stat). Preliminary results are given on D’* 
and D*.O photoproduction for photon energies from 100 to 350 GeV. 
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1. Introduction and Spectrometer 
Summarized here are preliminary results from the first run of Fermilah Et387 in 

which about 45 million hadronic-event yBe triggers were recorded for 7 energies up 
to about 350 GeV. Samples from the first run include about 10’ reconstructed charm 
decays. Two complementary vertexing strategies were used for charm selection. More 
details are given in Ref. 1 and in Refs. 2 - 6, five recent Fermilab-FN notes by the 
E687 Collaboration. The second run of E687 will provide more than 5 times more 
data for future analysis. 

The two magnet spectrometer includes a vertex detector and 5 multiwire pro- 
portional chambers of 4 planes each for charged-particle tracking. The vertex detector 
contains 4 sets of 3 views each of Si microstrip planes with pitch ranging from 25pm to 
100~~m for a total of about 8,000 channels. Its resolution, expressed as the predicted 
transverse error at the mean interaction point in the target for an infinite momentum 
track traversing the high-resolution region of the planes, is oy,y z 9pm correspond- 
ing to 0, zz 0.03ps. Neutral vees are reconstructed over a 10m decay length. Charged 
particles are identified by 3 multicell Cerenkov detectors with pion threshholds of 

4.4, 6.7, and 17 Gev/c which provide identification of kaons from 17 to 44 GeV/c, 
protons from 17 to 44 GeV/c and 61 to 116 GeV/c, and “heavy” (K/p ambiguous) 
particles from 4.4 to 17 and 44 to 61 GeV/c. Electrons and photons are measured in 
3 electromagnetic calorimeters, hadron energy is measured in 2 hadron calorimeters, 
and muons are identified by 2 sets of detectors. See Refs. 3 and 7 for more details. 

The bremsstrahlung photon beam was produced by 350 GeV/c electrons with 
a 13% momentum spread striking a 27% radiator. Photon energy was measured by 
recoil electron detection. A Be target was used for most of the run. Data were taken 
with a trigger demanding at least two tracks in the spectrometer, both required to be 
outside the e+e-pair production region, and an energy deposit larger than a specified 
minimum (typically about 35 GeV) in the hadron calorimeter. Average photon energy 
for hadronic triggers was 221 GeV. 

2. Vertexing and Charm Selection 
Two basic approaches have been used in the selection of charm events: 

-a stand-alone algorithm using only geometrical track information to construct the 
complete vertex topology of the event; 
- a candidate-driven algorithm using the candidate vertex and momentum for a set 
of tracks consistent with a particular decay channel as a seed to find the primary 
vertex. Various requirements including net charge, Cerenkov identification, helicity 
cuts, minimum energy, etc. may be used in selecting the decay track combinations. 
The first algorithm selects events on the basis of evidence for reconstructed secondary 
vertices; the second simply tests a hypothesis. As a result, the first method’s efficiency 
tends to be smaller, especially at short lifetimes, but the final sample can be very 
clean. The second method’s efficiency should depend less on proper time, but more 
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background at short lifetimes normally requires a cut on vertex separalion L. Both 
techniques rely heavily on the resolution of the microstrip detector. 

After event reconstruction, various subsamples (including charge conjugates) 
were selected by the methods described above. Results for D” -+ K-rrtnfx- decays 
are shown. Figs. 1 a), b),c) show the effects of different cuts using the stand-alone 
vertexing method; figs. 1 d),e),f) h s ow the Do signal from a candidate-driven ver- 
tex finder for several cuts on significance of vertex separation L/CL, where CL is the 
error in L. As expected, signal size decreases and signal-to-noise ratio improves as 
the L./uL cut increases. Larger signals may be obtained with the candidate-driven 
approach, but a cleaner sample may be obtained by the stand-alone approach with- 
out requiring a large vertex separation cut. Similar results for D”+ K-a+ and 
D+ -+ K-a+a+ decays are shown in Ref. 4. 
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Fig. 1. K-x+r+r- mass plota for event samples isolated with a), b), c) the stand-alone 
vertexing method: a) events with a reconstructed vertex of 4 linked tracks with zero net 
charge and compatible cerenkov identificatmn; b) events from plot a) with a reconstructed 
primary vertex in the target region; c) events from plot b) with D” candidate tracks point- 
ing back to the primary vertex within 60~7~1; and d), e), I) the candidate-driven vertexing 
method with different vertex separation cuts as indicated on the plots. 
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The success of the algorithms in selecting rarer decays is illustrated in Figs. 2 
and 3. Fig. 2a) shows preliminary results obtained with the stand-alone algorithm 
for the difficult to isolate Cabibbo-suppressed D” - T+A-T+T- decay mode. Fig. 
2b) shows the signal for the charmed baryon decay A,’ + pK-rr+ isolated with the 
candidate-driven approach. Fig. 3 shows samples (candidate-driven algorithm) of: a) 
and b) 0: and DC decays to &r+ from a subsample of the original data containing 
about 10” g5 -+ K+K- decays; c) D”-+ KSK+K- decays obtained starting with a 
subsample containing about 10’ Kz + rr+rr-decays. E687 is fortunate to have two 
such highly successful complementary charm selection methods available. 
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Fig. 2. Mass plots for a) x+a-r+r- mass combinations from the stand-alone vertexing 
method, and b) pK-n+ mass combinations from the candidate-driven vertexing method. 

Ma33 #rr (CeV/c*) Mass KiK’K- (GeV/cs) 

Fig. 3. Mass plots for rare charm decays isolated with the candidate-driven vertexing 
method: a) and b) #s+ mass combinations for L/CL> 3 and L/u‘> 5, respectively; c). 
KzK+K- combinations for L/o‘> 3. 

3. Lifetimes 
Preliminary lifetime values for D+ and D~mesons have been determined for 
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samples from both techniques using binned maximum likelihood fits with a variety of 
background and efficiency paramet,erizations. hlore details are given in Ref. 4. Pre- 
liminary lifetimes of (I.O61&.039~.02O)ps, (l.O92?:~:~)ps for D+ - K-x+x+ decays 
and (.432~.016rt.020)ps,(.461f.014)ps for Do-+ K-x+and Do-+ K-x+x+x-decays 
have been found for samples from candidate-driven (stat. and syst. errors) and stand- 
alone algorithms (stat. errors only), respectively. These preliminary lifetimes are all 
in reasonable agreement with current world averages.8 

Lifetimes for 0,’ decaying to &r+ and A: decaying to pK-a+ have also been de- 
termined using event by event maximum likelihood fits, with appropriate background 
and efficiency parametrizations, to proper time distributions for event samples ob- 
tained by the candidate-driven approach. Final lifetime values of (0.5010.06~0.03)ps 
for the Dt and (0.20f0.03f0.03)ps for the A: will be published soon9 In both cases 
the values are consistent with current world averages,8 but continue the trend toward 
longer lifetimes seen in recent high-statistics results. 

4. Branching Ratios 
Much remains to be done to improve our knowledge of the many branching 

ratios and branching fractions for charm particles. E687 collaborators are engaged in 
studies of many charm decay channels, but final branching ratios require very careful 
determinations of such factors as Cerenkov identification efficiencies. Here we report 
preliminary branching ratios from work in progress. 

Analysis of samples from a standalone algorithm of rare Cabibbo-suppressed 
D” + x+x-x+x- decays (Fig. 2a) and of Do -+ K-nbr+x- decays yields the pre- 
liminary value of .091f.020 for the ratio B(D’+ a+x-a+n-)/B(Dn-+ K-x+x+a-). 
Independent analysis of samples from a candidate-driven algorithm yields a prelim- 
inary value of .114*.030 for the same ratio. Combining both estimates we obtain 
a preliminary estimate of B(D”+ x+x-x+x-)/B(1)“-+ K-n+rr+n-)= .10&.02f.02 
where the systematic error is estimated to be 2%. This may be compared with the 
current world average of about .045f.018 estimated from values in Ref. 8. 

Preliminary results on Do+ KiK+K- and Do + Kg x+x- decays are also 
available. Of special interest is the decay Do -+ @I#I since it can, in principle, 
serve as a test for the presence of non-spectator decay processes. lo Fig. 3c) shows 
a KgK+K- mass plot from a candidate-driven algorithm. Since D” -+ Ki x+x- 
decays are more plentiful, tighter cuts can be put on that sample (not shown) which 
is used as the reference. Fitted signals are weighted as a function of D” momentum 
by the inverses of overall acceptance functions determined from h,Ionte Carlo and 
other experimental studies.6 The preliminary value (stat. errors only) for the inclu- 
sive branching ratio is: B( Do - FK+ K-)/B( D” + %%+r-) = .20f.06. The world 
average calculated from branching fractions in Ref. 8 is about .22f.O5. 

The Do can be seen clearly in a two-dimensional scatter plot of K+K- mass 
as a function of KzK+K- mass for the KiK+ K- sample and in the correspond- 
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ing KzK+K- mass plot. A 4 mass band and large 4 peak are obvious at about 
1.920GeV/cz in the scatter plot and in the corresponding K+ K-msss plot,. There 
appears to be an enhancement where the bands overlap on the scatter plot (See 
Ref. 6.) To determine the fraction of D”- KzK+K- decays via D” - KI; q5 , we 
selected K!jK(+K- events with K+K-mass in a 4 band, l.OlO<M(K+K-)<1.030 
GeV/c2, and determined the Do signals in the resulting unweighted and weighted 
KzK+ K- mass distributions; D” signals in sidebands, if present, are much smaller. 
The weighted D” signal corrected for B(d - K+K-) is used to estimate the branch- 
ing ratio (statistical error only): B( D” + ~~ )/B( D” + i&+x- ) = .16zb.O6 This 
preliminary value is consistent with the ARGUS result” of .155&.033. Fits to Dalits 
plots will provide better estimates of m+ , eoe(980) and non-resonant %?K+K- 
contributions to the D”- FK+K- channel and K--a+, Fp”, and non-resonant 
Fx+x- contributions to the Do-+ K x v 0 + - channel. 

5. Total Cross Sections and Production Mechanisms 
Preliminary measurements have been made of photoproduction cross-sections 

for D-• and D* from two independent analyses of D+ photoproduction. The first 
used the standard technique of cutting on the mass difference A&I= NJ<,,, - MK~ 
to isolate the clean decay channel D-+ + D”z+; D” --t K-n+.12 This kine- 
matic technique yielded a raw sample of 293532 events from a restricted input 
data sample. An alternate technique using both the Aitf cut and finite lifetime 
cuts with a candidate-driven vertex algorithm provided raw samples of 1154*49 
D’+ -+ I)%+; D” - K-n+ and D”-+ K-+n+r- events, 1757f70 D+ -+ K-n+rr+ 
and 5379f248 D* -+ K-x+ and D”-+ K-x+x+n- decays from a larger input data 
sample. The two De+ analyses are complementary and provide a consistency check. 

The fraction of D” from the D’+ decay chain is .237*.013, in reasonable agree- 
ment with a simple model which predicts .29f.02 with the assumption that D“s 
and D’s are produced in proportion to the number of spin states available (3:1).13 
The D‘ sample can be split according to charge as originating from D’+ or D-- 
decays. The ratio of antiparticle to particle is split evenly within statistics (1.06 
f 0.08), providing no evidence for associated production of meson-baryon states at 
these energies. 

The p: dependence of the cross section, corrected for limited t,= acceptance 
was calculated; the resultant differential cross sections for D’+ and DC are fitted 
by the empirical form du/dpT LX exp(-bpt + cpi), with b = 1.14~tz.23 (.92f.05) and 
c= .0981.045 (.036*.007) for the D’+(D+). The average p+ for D-+(0+) derived 
from the differential cross-section data is (p;) = 1.336.68 (1.26k.19) GeV’/c?, con- 
sistent with the values observed l3 by E691. 

Total open charm photoproduction cross sections have been obtained from lu- 
minosity, spectrometer acceptance, and reconstruction and analysis efficiencies using 
samples from both analyses for photon energy ranges from 100 to 350 GeV The 
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observed energy dependence is reasonably consistent with results at lower energies. 
Predictions of the photon-gluon fusion model for m,=1.5GeV using a naive gluon 
distribution and a higher order perturbative QCD radiative correction agree well, 
within the theoretical uncertainties of the QCD parameters, with the experimental 
data. hlore details of the analyses and model calculations are given in Ref. 2. 
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